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Abstract. Probabilistic pushdown automata (pPDA) are a standard
operational model for programming languages involving discrete ran-
dom choices, procedures, and returns. Temporal properties are useful for
gaining insight into the chronological order of events during program
execution. Existing approaches in the literature have focused mostly on
ω-regular and LTL properties. In this paper, we study the model check-
ing problem of pPDA against ω-visibly pushdown languages that can
be described by specification logics such as CaRet and are strictly more
expressive than ω-regular properties. With these logical formulae, it is
possible to specify properties that explicitly take the structured com-
putations arising from procedural programs into account. For example,
CaRet is able to match procedure calls with their corresponding future
returns, and thus allows to express fundamental program properties like
total and partial correctness.

Keywords: Probabilistic Recursive Programs · Model Checking · Prob-
abilistic Pushdown Automata · Visibly Pushdown Languages · CaRet.

1 Introduction

Probabilistic programs extend traditional programs with the ability to flip coins
or, more generally, sample values from probability distributions. These programs
can be used to encode randomized algorithms and randomized mechanisms in
security [7] in a natural way. The interest in probabilistic programs has signif-
icantly increased in recent years. To a large extent, this is due to the search
in AI for more expressive and succinct languages than probabilistic graphical
models for Bayesian inference [17]. Probabilistic programs have many applica-
tions [24]. They are used in, amongst others, machine learning, systems biology,
security, planning and control, quantum computing, and software–defined net-
works. Probabilistic variants of many programming languages exist.

Procedural programs allow for declaration of procedures—small independent
code blocks—and the ability to call procedures from one another, possibly in
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proc void infectYoung() {
y := uniform(0, 3)

repeat y times {
infectYoung() }

e := uniform(0, 2)

repeat e times {
f := infectElder() }

return }

proc bool infectElder() {
y := uniform(0, 1)

repeat y times {
infectYoung() }

e := uniform(0, 4)

repeat e times {
infectElder() }

f := bernoulli(0.01); return f }

Fig. 1. Recursive probabilistic program modeling the outbreak of an infectious disease.
uniform(a, b) stands for the discrete uniform distribution on [a, b].

a recursive fashion. Most common programming languages such as C, Python,
or Java support procedures. It is thus not surprising that recursion is a key in-
gredient in many modern probabilistic programming languages (PPL). In fact,
many early approaches to extend Bayesian networks focused on incorporating
recursion [26,19,11,27]. Randomized algorithms such as Hoare’s quicksort with
random pivot selection can be straightforwardly programmed using recursion.
Recursion is also a first-class citizen in modeling rule-based dependencies be-
tween molecules or populations in systems biology (e.g., modeling reproduction).
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Fig. 2. Example infec-
tion rates by age groups.

This paper studies the automated verification of
probabilistic pushdown automata [14] (pPDA) as an
explicit-state operational model of procedural proba-
bilistic programs against temporal specifications. As a
motivating example, let us consider a simple epidemio-
logical model for the outbreak of an infectious disease
in a large population where the number of susceptible
individuals can be assumed to be infinite. Our example
model distinguishes young and elderly persons. Each affected individual infects
a uniformly distributed number of others, with varying rates (expected values)
according to the age groups (Figure 2). The fatality rate for infected elderly and
young persons is 1% and 0%, respectively. Initially, we assume there is a single in-
fected young person, i.e., the overall program is started by calling infectYoung().
It is an easy task for any working programmer to specify this model as a dis-
crete probabilistic program with mutually recursive procedures (Figure 1). Note
that this program can be easily amended to more realistic models involving, e.g.,
more age or gender groups, other distributions, hospitalization rate, etc.

The operational behavior of programs such as the one in Figure 1 can be
naturally described by pPDA. The technical details of such a translation are
beyond the scope of this paper but let us provide some intuition (more details can
be found e.g. in [2]). Roughly, the local states of the procedures—the valuation of
the local variables and the position of the program counter—constitute both the
state space and the stack alphabet of the automaton. Procedure calls correspond
to push transitions in the automaton in such a way that the program’s procedure
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stack is simulated by the automaton’s pushdown stack, i.e., the current local
state is saved on top of the stack. Accordingly, returning from a procedure
corresponds to taking a pop transition in order to restore the local state of the
caller. Returning a value can be handled similarly. Clearly, if the reachable local
state spaces of the involved procedures are finite, then the resulting automaton
will be finite as well.

A number of relevant questions such as “Will the virus eventually become
extinct?” (termination probability) or “What is the expected number of fatali-
ties?” (expected costs) can be decided on finite pPDA (see [9] for a survey). In
this work, we focus on temporal properties, e.g., questions that involve reasoning
about the chronological order of certain events of interest during the epidemic.
An example are chains of infection: For instance, we might ask

What is the probability that eventually a young person with only young
persons in their chain of infection passes the virus on to an elderly person
who then dies?

On the level of the program in Figure 1, this corresponds to the probability
of reaching a global program configuration where the call stack only contains
infectYoung() invocations and during execution of the current infectYoung(),
the local variable f is eventually set to true. This requires reasoning about the
nestings of calls and returns of a computation. In fact, in order to decide if
f = true in the current procedure, we must “skip” over all calls within it and
only consider their local return values. This requirement and many others can
be rather naturally expressed in the logic CaRet [3], an extension of LTL:

♦g (�−pY ∧ pY ∧ ♦af ) .

Here, pY is an atomic proposition that holds at states which correspond to being
in procedure infectYoung , and f indicates that f = true. Intuitively, the above
formula states that eventually (outer ♦g), the computation reaches a (global)
state where only infectYoung is on the call stack and the current procedure is
infectYoung as well (�−pY ∧ pY ), and moreover the local—aka abstract—path
within in the current procedure reaches a state where f is true (♦af). Such
properties are in general context-free but not always regular and thus cannot be
expressed in LTL [3].

Technical Contribution. We are given a (finite) pPDA ∆ and a CaRet formula
ϕ and we are interested in determining the probability that a random trajec-
tory of ∆ satisfies ϕ. In order for this problem to be decidable [13], we need to
impose a mild visibility restriction on ∆, yielding a probabilistic visibly push-
down automaton (pVPA). Just like several previous works on model checking
pPDA against ω-regular specifications [14,10,21], we follow the automata-based
approach (see Figure 3). More specifically, we first translate ϕ into an equiva-
lent non-deterministic Büchi visibly pushdown automaton [4] (VPA) A and then
determinize it using a result of [22]. The resulting DVPA D uses a so-called
stair-parity [22] acceptance condition that is strictly more expressive than stan-
dard parity or Muller DVPA [4]. Stair-parity differs from usual parity in that
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Büchi
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Product
∆×D

pVPA ∆Program
Step chain
M∆×D
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Fig. 3. Chain of reductions used in this paper. ETR stands for existential theory of the
reals, i.e., the existentially quantified fragment of the FO-theory over (R,+, ·,≤).

it only considers certain positions—called steps [22]—of an infinite word where
the stack height never decreases again. We then construct a standard product
∆×D. Here, the visibility conditions ensure that the automata synchronize their
stack actions, yielding a product automaton that uses a single stack instead of
two independent ones, which would lead to undecidability [13]. Finally, we are
left with computing a stair-parity acceptance probability in the product, which
is itself a pPDA. This is achieved by constructing a specific finite Markov chain
associated to ∆×D, called step chain in this paper. Intuitively, the step chain
jumps from one step of a run to the next, and therefore we only need to evalu-
ate standard parity rather than stair-parity on the step chain. The idea of step
chains is due to [14] where they were used to show decidability against deter-
ministic non-pushdown Büchi automata. For constructing the step chain, certain
termination probabilities of the pPDA need to be computed. These are in general
algebraic numbers that cannot always be expressed by radicals [16], let alone by
rationals. However, the relevant problems are still decidable via an encoding in
the existential fragment of the FO-theory of the reals (ETR) [21].

The resulting main contributions of this paper are complexity results, sum-
marized in Figure 4, and algorithms for quantitative model checking of pPDA
against ω-VPL given in terms of either deterministic automata, non-deterministic
automata, or as CaRet formulae. As common in the literature, we consider the
special case of qualitative, or almost-sure (a.-s.), model checking separately. To
the best of our knowledge, none of these problems was known to be decidable be-
fore. The work of [13] proved decidability of model checking against deterministic
Muller VPA which capture a strict subset of the CaRet-definable languages [4].
As a lemma of independent interest, we show that the step chain can be used for
checking all kinds of measurable properties defined on steps, even beyond parity.

Related work. We have already mentioned various works on recursion in prob-
abilistic graphical models (and PPL) as well as on verifying pPDA and the
equivalent model of recursive Markov chains [16]. The analysis of these models
focuses on reachability probabilities, ω-regular properties or (fragments of) prob-
abilistic CTL, expected costs, and termination probabilities. The computation
of termination probabilities in recursive Markov chains and variations thereof
with non-determinism is supported by the software tool PReMo [29]. Our pa-
per can be seen as a natural extension from checking pPDA against ω-regular
properties to ω-visibly pushdown languages. In contrast to these algorithmic ap-
proaches, various deductive reasoning methods have been developed for recursive
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ω-VPL given in terms of ... qualitative quantitative

Deterministic stair-parity VPA [Theorem 3] in PSPACE in PSPACE

Non-deterministic Büchi VPA [Theorem 4] EXPTIME-compl. in EXPSPACE

CaRet formula [Theorem 5] in 2EXPTIME in 2EXPSPACE

Fig. 4. Complexity results of this paper.

probabilistic programs. Proof rules for recursion were first provided in [20], and
later extended to proof rules in a weakest-precondition reasoning style [23,25].
Olmedo et al. [25] also address the connection to pPDA and provide proof rules
for expected run-time analysis. A mechanized method for proving properties
of randomized algorithms, including recursive ones, for the Coq proof assistant
is presented in [5]. The Coq approach is based on higher–order logic using a
monadic interpretation of programs as probabilistic distributions.

Organization. We review the basics about VPA and CaRet in Section 2. Section 3
introduces probabilistic visibly pushdown automata (pVPA). The stair-parity
DVPA model checking procedure is presented in Section 4, and the results for
Büchi VPA and CaRet in Section 5. We conclude the paper in Section 6.

2 Visibly Pushdown Languages

We fix some general notation for words first. Given a non-empty alphabet Σ, let
Σ∗ be the set of finite words (this includes the empty word ε), and let Σω be the
set of infinite words over Σ. For i ≥ 0, the i-th symbol of a word w ∈ Σ∗ ∪Σω

is denoted w(i) if it exists. |w| denotes the length of w.

2.1 Visibly Pushdown Automata

A finite alphabet Σ is called a pushdown alphabet if it is equipped with a partition
Σ = Σcall ] Σint ] Σret into three—possibly empty—subsets of call, internal,
and return symbols. A visibly pushdown automaton [4] (VPA) over Σ is like
a standard pushdown automaton with the additional syntactic restriction that
reading a call or return symbol triggers a push or a pop transition, respectively.
Reading an internal symbol, on the other hand, does not affect the stack at all.

Definition 1 (VPA [4]). Let Σ be a pushdown alphabet. A visibly pushdown
automaton (VPA) over Σ is a tuple A = (S, s0, Γ, ⊥, δ, Σ) with S a finite set
of states, s0 ∈ S an initial state, Γ a finite stack alphabet, ⊥ ∈ Γ a special
bottom-of-stack symbol, and δ = (δcall, δint, δret) a triple of relations

δcall ⊆ (S×Σcall)× (S×Γ-⊥) , δint ⊆ (S×Σint)×S , δret ⊆ (S×Σret×Γ )×S
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where Γ-⊥ = Γ \ {⊥}. For s, t ∈ S, Z ∈ Γ , and a ∈ Σ, we use the shorthand

notations s
a−→ tZ, s

a−→ t, sZ
a−→ t to indicate that there exist transitions

(s, a, t, Z) ∈ δcall, (s, a, t) ∈ δint, (s, a, Z, t) ∈ δret, respectively. Note that e.g.

s
a−→ tZ implies implicitly that a ∈ Σcall and Z 6= ⊥, and similar for internal

and return transitions. Intuitively, call transitions push a new symbol Z onto
the stack, internal transitions ignore the stack, and return transitions pop the
topmost symbol Z from the stack (unless Z = ⊥, in which case nothing is
popped). A configuration of VPA A is a tuple (s, γ) ∈ S × Γ ∗, written more
succinctly as sγ in the sequel. Let w ∈ Σω be an infinite input word. An infinite
sequence ρ = s0γ0, s1γ1 . . . of configurations is called a run of A on w if s0γ0 =
s0⊥ and for all i ≥ 0, exactly one of the following cases applies:

– w(i) ∈ Σcall and γi+1 = γiZ for some Z ∈ Γ-⊥ such that si
w(i)−−−→ si+1Z; or

– w(i) ∈ Σint and γi+1 = γi and si
w(i)−−−→ si+1; or

– w(i) ∈ Σret and γi+1Z = γi for some Z ∈ Γ-⊥ such that siZ
w(i)−−−→ si+1, or

γi = γi+1 = ⊥ and si⊥
w(i)−−−→ si+1.

A Büchi acceptance condition for A is a subset F ⊆ S. A VPA equipped with
a Büchi condition is called a Büchi VPA. An infinite word w ∈ Σω is accepted
by a Büchi VPA if there exists a run s0γ0, s1γ1, . . . of A on w such that si ∈ F
for infinitely many i ≥ 0. The ω-language of words accepted by a Büchi VPA A
is denoted L(A) ⊆ Σω.

Definition 2 (ω-VPL [4]). Let Σ be a pushdown alphabet. L ⊆ Σω is an
ω-visibly pushdown language (ω-VPL) if L = L(A) for a Büchi VPA A over Σ.

A VPA is deterministic (DVPA) if it has exactly one run on each input word.
In this case, δcall, δint, and δret can be viewed as (total) functions. As for standard
NBA, the class of languages recognized by Büchi DVPA is a strict subset of
the languages recognized by non-deterministic Büchi VPA. Unlike in the non-
pushdown case, DVPA with Muller or parity conditions are also strictly less
expressive than non-deterministic Büchi VPA [4]. A deterministic automaton
model for ω-VPL was given in [22]. It uses a so-called stair-parity acceptance
condition which is the topic of the next subsection.

2.2 Steps and Stair-parity Conditions

Let us fix a pushdown alphabet Σ and a VPA A over Σ. Consider a run ρ =
s0γ0, s1γ1, . . . of A on an infinite word w ∈ Σω. We define the stack height of the
i-th configuration as sh(ρ(i)) = |γi| − 1 (the bottom symbol ⊥ does not count
to the stack height). The stair-parity condition relies on the notion of steps :

Definition 3 (Step). Let ρ be a run of A. Position i ≥ 0 is a step of ρ if

∀n ≥ i : sh(ρ(n)) ≥ sh(ρ(i)) .
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s0 s1
c, Z

⊥, r
Z, r
τ

⊥, r
Z, r
τ

c, Z

τ r c τ τ c r c c r r c c c r r r ...
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 ...

Z
Z Z Z Z

Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z ...
Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z ...

⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥ ...

s0 s1 s1 s0 s1 s1 s0 s1 s0 s0 s1 s1 s0 s0 s0 s1 s1 s1 ...

Fig. 5. Left: An example VPA (in fact, a DVPA) with Γ = {Z,⊥} over input alphabet
Σ = { c } ] { τ } ] { r }. Transitions labeled c, Z are call transitions which push Z on
the stack, the transitions labeled with τ are internal ones that ignore the stack, and
those labeled Z, r and ⊥, r are return transitions that are only enabled if Z (⊥, resp.)
is on top of the stack; when executing Z, r we also pop Z from the stack. However, the
special bottom-of-stack symbol ⊥ can never be popped (see e.g. pos. 1). Right: The
unique run of the DVPA on input word τ r c τ τ c r c2 r2 c3 r3 . . .. Steps are underlined.

Abusing terminology, we may also refer to the configurations at the step positions
of a run as steps.

Example 1. Figure 5 depicts a DVPA and the initial fragment of its unique run
ρ on the input word τ r c τ τ c r c2 r2 c3 r3 . . .. The step positions are underlined,
i.e., positions 0-5, 7, 11, and 17 are steps. Note that if ρ(i) = s⊥ for some s ∈ S
then i is a step, i.e., bottom configurations are always steps.

Steps play a central role in the rest of the paper. We therefore explain some
of their fundamental properties.

– If positions i < j are adjacent steps, then sh(ρ(j))− sh(ρ(i)) ∈ { 0, 1 }, i.e.,
the stack height from one step to the next increases by either zero or one.
More precisely, if the symbol at step position i is internal (e.g. i = 0, 3, 4
in Figure 5) or a return (e.g. i = 1) then the next step is simply the next
configuration j = i+ 1 and the stack height does not increase. If the symbol
at position i is a call, then one of two cases occurs: Either the call has
no matching future return (e.g. i = 2); in this case, the next step is the
next configuration j = i + 1. Otherwise the call is eventually matched (e.g.
i = 5, 7, 11) and the next step j > i + 1 occurs after the corresponding
matching return is read and has the same stack height.

– Each infinite run has infinitely many steps since the above discussion also
implies that each step has a successor. Notice though that the difference be-
tween two adjacent step positions may grow unboundedly as in the example.

– As a consequence, the stack height at the steps either grows unboundedly or
eventually stabilizes (the latter occurs in Figure 5).

Remark 1. One can also define the steps of a word w ∈ Σω as the positions where
a run of any arbitrary VPA on w has a step. Due to the visibility restriction,
the actual behaviour of the VPA does not influence the step positions [22]. In
other words, the step positions are predetermined by the input word. Thus, we
can also speak of the stack height sh(w(i)) of word w at position i.
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We need one last notion before defining stair-parity. The footprint of an
infinite run ρ = s0γ0, s1γ1, . . . is the infinite sequence ρ↓Steps = sn0

sn1
. . . ∈ Sω

where for all i ≥ 0 the position ni is the i-th step of ρ. Phrased differently,
ρ↓Steps is the projection of the run ρ onto the states occurring at its steps. For
the example run in Figure 5 (right), ρ↓Steps = s0s1s1s0s

ω
1 .

Definition 4 (Stair-parity [22]). Let A be a VPA over pushdown alphabet
Σ. A stair-parity acceptance condition for A is defined in terms of a priority
function Ω : S → N0. i.e. A word w ∈ Σω is accepted if A has a run ρ on ω s.t.

min { k ∈ N0 |
∞
∃ i : Ω( ρ↓Steps(i) ) = k }

is even. The language accepted by A is denoted L(A).

Example 2. The DVPA in Figure 5 with Ω(s0) = 1 and Ω(s1) = 2 accepts

Lrepbdd = {w ∈ Σω | ∃B ≥ 0,
∞
∃ i ≥ 0: sh(w(i)) ≤ B } ,

the language of repeatedly bounded words [22], i.e., words whose stack height (cf.
Remark 1) is infinitely often at most a constant B. It is known that Lrepbdd is
not expressible by DVPA with usual parity conditions [4].

Theorem 1 ([22, Thm. 1]). For every non-deterministic Büchi VPA A there

exists a deterministic stair-parity DVPA D with 2O(|S|2) states such that L(A) =
L(D). Moreover, D can be constructed in exponential time in the size of A.

It was also shown in [22] that stair-parity DVPA characterize exactly the class of
ω-VPL (and are thus not more expressive than non-deterministic Büchi VPA).

2.3 CaRet, a Temporal Logic of Calls and Returns

Specifying requirements directly in terms of automata is tedious in practice.
CaRet [3] is an extension of Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) that can be used to
describe ω-VPL. Its syntax is defined as follows:

Definition 5 (CaRet [3]). Let AP be a finite set of atomic propositions. The
logic CaRet adheres to the grammar

ϕ := p | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ¬ϕ | ©gϕ | ϕUgϕ | ©aϕ | ϕUaϕ | ©−ϕ | ϕU−ϕ ,

where p ∈ AP ∪ { call, int, ret }.

Other common modalities such as ♦b and �b for b ∈ { g, a,−} are defined as
usual via ♦bϕ = true Ub ϕ, and �bϕ = ¬♦b¬ϕ. We briefly explain the seman-
tics of CaRet, the formal definition can be found in [3] or the full version [28].
We assume familiarity with LTL. CaRet formulae are interpreted over infinite
words from the pushdown alphabet Σ = 2AP × { call, int, ret }. ©g and Ug are
the standard next and until modalities from LTL (called global next and until
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Fig. 6. CaRet’s various next modalities applied to the initial fragment of an example
word. Call, internal, and return positions are depicted as boxes, circles, and rhombs,
resp. Note that ©a of position 3 is undefined because ©g is a return.

in CaRet). CaRet extends LTL by two key operators, the caller modality ©−
and the abstract successor ©a, see Figure 6. The former is a past modality that
refers to the position of the last pending call. For internal and return symbols,
the abstract successor©a behaves like©g unless the latter is a return, in which
case ©a is undefined (e.g. pos. 3 in the example). On the other hand, the ab-
stract successor of a call symbol is its matching return if it exists, or undefined
otherwise. The until modalities U− and Ua are defined over the paths induced
by the callers and abstract successors, respectively. Note that the caller path
is always finite and the abstract path can be either finite or infinite. A prime
application of CaRet is to state Hoare-like total correctness of a procedure F [3]:

ϕtotal = �g ( call ∧ p ∧ pF → ©a q )

where p and q are atomic propositions that hold at the states where the pre- and
post-condition is satisfied, respectively, and pF is an atomic proposition marking
the calls to F . Another example is the language of repeatedly bounded words
from Example 2; it is Lrepbdd = L(♦g�g(call → ©aret)). Further examples are
given in [3]. The language defined by a CaRet formula ϕ is denoted L(ϕ).

Theorem 2 ([1, Thm. 5.1]). CaRet-definable languages are ω-VPL: For each
CaRet formula ϕ there exists a (non-deterministic) Büchi VPA A such that
L(ϕ) = L(A), and A can be constructed in time 2O(|ϕ|).

The above theorem is well-known in the literature [1,2] even though it is usually
stated for Nested Word Automata (NWA) which are equivalent to VPA, and
it is more common to state a space bound on A rather than a time bound
for the construction. The theorem also applies to more expressive extensions of
CaRet [1] which we do not consider here for the sake of simplicity.

3 Probabilistic Visibly Pushdown Automata

As explained in the introductory section, we employ probabilistic pushdown au-
tomata [14] (pPDA) as an operational model for procedural probabilistic pro-
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grams. pPDA thus play a fundamentally different role in this paper than VPA
(cf. Definition 1): While the former are used to model the system, the latter en-
code the specification. Consequently, our pPDA do not read an input word like
VPA do, but instead take their transitions randomly, according to fixed probabil-
ity distributions. In this way, they define a probability space over their possible
traces, i.e., runs projected on their labeling sequence. These traces constitute the
input words of the VPA. In order for the model checking problems to be decid-
able [13], a syntactic visibility restriction related—but not exactly analogous—to
the one required by VPA needs to be imposed on pPDA. In a nutshell, the con-
dition is that each state only has outgoing transitions of one type, i.e., push,
internal, or pop. This means that the stack operation is visible in the states
(recall that for VPA, the stack operation is visible in the input symbol). This
restriction is not severe in the context of modeling programs (see Remark 2 fur-
ther below) and leads to our notion of probabilistic visibly pushdown automata
(pVPA) which we now define formally.

Given a finite set X, we write D(X) = { f : X → [0, 1] |
∑
a∈X f(a) = 1 }

for the set of probability distributions on X.

Definition 6 (pVPA). A probabilistic visibly pushdown automaton (pVPA)
is a tuple ∆ = (Q, q0, Γ, ⊥, P, Σ, λ) where Q is a finite set of states partitioned
into Q = Qcall]Qint]Qret, q0 ∈ Q is an initial state, Γ is a finite stack alphabet,
⊥ ∈ Γ is a special bottom-of-stack symbol, P = (Pcall, Pint, Pret) is a triple of
functions with signature

Pcall : Qcall → D(Q× Γ-⊥) , Pint : Qint → D(Q) , Pret : Qret × Γ → D(Q) ,

Σ = Σcall ]Σint ]Σret is a pushdown alphabet, and λ : Q→ Σ is a state labeling
function consistent with the visibility condition, i.e., for all type ∈ {call, int, ret}
and all q ∈ Q, we have that q ∈ Qtype iff λ(q) ∈ Σtype.

Intuitively, the behavior of a pVPA ∆ is as follows. If the current state q is a call
state, then the probability distribution Pcall(q) determines a random successor
state and stack symbol to be pushed on the stack (⊥ cannot be pushed). Simi-
larly, if the current state is internal, then Pint(q) is the distribution over possible
successor states and the stack is ignored completely. Lastly, if the current state is
a return state and symbol Z ∈ Γ is on top of the stack, then Pret(q, Z) once again
determines the probability distribution of successor states, and additionally Z
is removed from the stack. Similar to VPA, the bottom symbol ⊥ is the only
exception to this rule, it can never be removed. Thus, pVPA are a generalization
of labeled Markov chains, which correspond to the special case Q = Qint.

We now define the semantics of pVPA more formally. For q, r ∈ Q,Z ∈ Γ and

p > 0 we use the shorthand notations q
p−→ rZ, q

p−→ r, and qZ
p−→ r to indicate

that Pcall(q)(r, Z) = p, Pint(q)(r) = p, and Pret(q, Z)(r) = p, respectively. As for
VPA, a configuration of a pVPA is an element qγ ∈ Q×Γ ∗. An (infinite) run of
a pVPA is a sequence of configurations ρ = q0γ0, q1γ1, . . . such that q0γ0 = q0⊥
and for all i ≥ 0 we have that either

1. qi ∈ Qcall, γi+1 = γiZ for some Z ∈ Γ-⊥ and qi
p−→ qi+1Z;
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2. qi ∈ Qint, γi+1 = γi and qi
p−→ qi+1; or

3. qi ∈ Qret, γi+1Z = γi for some Z ∈ Γ-⊥ and qiZ
p−→ qi+1, or γi+1 = γi and

qi⊥
p−→ qi+1 (because the bottom symbol ⊥ is never popped).

Note that our pVPA only produce infinite runs and do not simply “terminate”
upon reaching the empty stack as in e.g. [14]. In fact, in our case the stack
cannot be empty due to the special bottom symbol ⊥ that can never be popped.
We have chosen to avoid finite pVPA runs for compatibility with CaRet which
describes ω-languages per definition. Nonetheless, terminating behavior can be
easily simulated in our framework by moving to a dedicated sink state once the
pVPA attempts to pop ⊥ for the first time.

The set of all runs of a pVPA ∆ is denoted Runs∆. We extend ∆’s labeling
function λ to runs ρ ∈ Runs∆ by applying it to each state along ρ individually,
yielding a word λ(ρ) ∈ Σω. Steps of pVPA runs are defined as in Definition 3.
An example pVPA and its possible runs are depicted in Figure 7 on page 14.

We can view the set of all configurations Q×Γ ∗ as the (infinite) state space
of a discrete-time Markov chain. In this way, we obtain a probability space
(Runs∆,F ,P) via the usual cylinder set construction [6, Ch. 10].

Remark 2. The visibility restriction of our pVPA is slightly different from the
definition given in [13] which requires all incoming transitions to a state to be of
the same type, i.e., call, internal, or return. Our definition, on the other hand, im-
poses the same requirement on the states’ outgoing transitions. We believe that
our condition is more natural for pVPA obtained from procedural programs,
such as the one in Figure 1. In fact, programs where randomness is restricted
to internal statements such as x := bernoulli(0.5) or x := uniform(0, 3) nat-
urally comply with our visibility condition because all call and return states of
such programs are deterministic and thus cannot violate visibility. However, the
alternative condition of [13] is not necessarily fulfilled for such programs.

We can now formally state our main problem of interest:

Definition 7 (Probabilistic CaRet Model Checking). Let AP be a finite
set of atomic propositions, ϕ be a CaRet formula over AP , ∆ be a pVPA with
labels from the pushdown alphabet Σ = 2AP × { call, int, ret }, and θ ∈ [0, 1] ∩Q.
The quantitative CaRet Model Checking problem is to decide whether

P({ ρ ∈ Runs∆ | λ(ρ) ∈ L(ϕ) }) ≥? θ .

The qualitative CaRet Model Checking problem is the special case where θ = 1.

The probabilities in Definition 7 are well-defined as ω-VPL are measurable [22].

4 Model Checking against Stair-parity DVPA

In this section, we show that model checking pVPA (Definition 6) against VPL
given in terms of a stair-parity DVPA (Definition 4) is decidable. This is achieved
by first computing an automata-theoretic product of the pVPA and the DVPA
and then evaluating the acceptance condition in the product automaton.
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4.1 Products of Visibly Pushdown Automata

In general, pushdown automata are not closed under taking products as this
would require two independent stacks. However, the visibility conditions on VPA
and pVPA ensure that their product is again an automaton with just a single
stack because the stack operations (push, nop, or pop) are forced to synchronize.

We now define the product formally. An unlabeled pVPA is a pVPA where
the labeling function λ and alphabet Σ are omitted.

Definition 8 (Product ∆×D). Let ∆ = (Q, q0, Γ, ⊥, P, Σ, λ) be a pVPA,
and D = (S, s0, Γ

′, ⊥, δ, Σ) be a DVPA over pushdown alphabet Σ. The product
of ∆ and D is the unlabeled pVPA

∆×D = (Q×S, (q0, s0), Γ×Γ ′, 〈⊥,⊥〉, P∆×D ) ,

where P∆×D is the smallest set of transitions satisfying the following rules for
all q, r ∈ Q, Z ∈ Γ , s, t ∈ S, and Y ∈ Γ ′:

q
p−→∆ rZ ∧ s

λ(q)−−−→D tY
(q, s)

p−→∆×D (r, t)〈Z, Y 〉
q
p−→∆ r ∧ s

λ(q)−−−→D t
(q, s)

p−→∆×D (r, t)

qZ
p−→∆ r ∧ sY

λ(q)−−−→D t
(q, s)〈Z, Y 〉 p−→∆×D (r, t)

.

(call) (internal) (return)

If the DVPA D is equipped with a priority function Ω : S → N0, then we extend
Ω to Ω′ : Q× S → N0 via Ω′(q, s) = Ω(s).

It is not difficult to show that ∆×D is indeed a well-defined pVPA and moreover
satisfies the following property (the proof is standard, see [28]):

Lemma 1 (Soundness of ∆ × D). Let ∆ be a pVPA and D be a stair-
parity DVPA with priority function Ω, both over pushdown alphabet Σ. Then
the product pVPA ∆×D with priority function Ω′ as in Definition 8 satisfies

P({ ρ ∈ Runs∆ | λ(ρ) ∈ L(D) }) = P({ ρ ∈ Runs∆×D | ρ↓Steps ∈ ParityΩ′ }),

where ParityΩ′ denotes the set of words in (Q×S)ω satisfying the standard parity
condition defined by Ω′. Moreover, ∆×D can be constructed in polynomial time.

Remark 3. It is not actually important that the product satisfies the visibility
condition. All techniques we apply to the product also work for general pPDA.

4.2 Stair-parity Acceptance Probabilities in pVPA

Lemma 1 effectively reduces model checking pVPA against stair-parity DVPA to
computing stair-parity acceptance in the product, which is again an (unlabeled)
pVPA. We therefore focus on pVPA in this section and do not consider DVPA.

Throughout the rest of this section, let ∆ = (Q, q0, Γ, ⊥, P ) be an unlabeled
pVPA. On the next pages we describe the construction of a finite Markov chain
M∆ that we call the step chain of ∆. Loosely speaking,M∆ simulates jumping
from one step (see Definition 3) of a run of ∆ to the next. A similar idea first
appeared in [14]. Our construction, however, differs from the original one in
various aspects. We discuss this in detail in Remark 5 further below.
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Steps as events. For all n ∈ N0, we define a random variable V (n) on Runs∆
whose value is either the state q of ∆ at the n-th step, or the extended state q⊥
in the special case where the n-th step occurs at a bottom configuration of the
form q⊥, for some q ∈ Q. We denote the set of all such extended states with
Q⊥ = { q⊥ | q ∈ Q }. Formally, V (n) : Runs∆ → Q ∪Q⊥ is defined as

V (n)(ρ) =

{
q if stepn(ρ) = qγ and γ 6= ⊥
q⊥ if stepn(ρ) = q⊥ ,

where stepn(ρ) denotes the configuration at the n-th step of ρ. Note that
V (0) = q0⊥ because the first position of a run is always a step.

Lemma 2. For all n ∈ N0 and v ∈ Q ∪Q⊥, the event V (n) = v is measurable,
and thus V (n) is a well-defined random variable.

We can view the sequence V (0), V (1) . . . of random variables as a stochastic
process. It is intuitively clear that for all n ∈ N0, the value of V (n+1) depends
only on V (n), but not on V (i) for i < n. This is due to the more general observa-
tion that the state q at any step configuration qγ (with γ 6= ⊥) fully determines
the future of the run because being a step already implies that no symbol in γ
can ever be read as reading it implies popping it from the stack. In particular, q
determines the probability distribution over possible next steps. A similar obser-
vation applies to bottom configurations of the form q⊥. Phrased in probability
theoretical terms, the process V (0), V (1) . . . has the Markov property, i.e.,

P(V (n)=vn | V (n−1)=vn−1 ∧ . . . ∧ V (0)=v0) = P(V (n)=vn | V (n−1)=vn−1) (1)

holds for all values of v0, . . . , vn such that the above conditional probabilities are
well-defined 1. This was proved in detail in [14]. It is also clear that the Markov
process is time-homogeneous in the sense that

P(V (n+1) = v | V (n) = v′) = P(V (n′+1) = v | V (n′) = v′)

holds for all n, n′ ∈ N0 for which the two conditional probabilities are well-
defined. The following example provides some intuition on these facts.

Example 3. Consider the pVPA in Figure 7 (left). The initial fragments of its
two equiprobable runs are depicted in the middle. In this example, it is easy
to read off the next-step probabilities P(V (n) = vn | V (n−1) = vn−1) for all
n ∈ N0 and vn, vn−1 ∈ Q ∪ Q⊥. They are summarized in the Markov chain on
the right. For example, V (0) = q0⊥ holds with probability 1, and V (1) = q1 and
V (1) = q3⊥ hold with probability 1/2 each because the second step occurs either
at position 1 with configuration q1⊥Z or at position 3 with configuration q3⊥,

1 A conditional probability is well-defined if the condition, i.e., the event on the right
hand side of the vertical bar, has positive probability. Expressions like the one in
(1) are thus not necessarily well-defined because the probability that V (n−1) = vn−1

might be zero for certain values of n and vn−1.
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q3⊥
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1/2

1/2

1
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1

Fig. 7. Left: An example (unlabeled) pVPA ∆. Call, internal, and return states are
depicted as squares, circles, and rhombs, respectively. The format of the transition
labels is analogous to Figure 5 (left). Middle: Initial fragments of the two possible runs
of ∆. Steps are underlined. Right: Its step Markov chainM∆ (Definition 10, page 15).

q → r q⊥ → r q⊥ → r⊥ q → r⊥

q ∈ Qcall
[r↑]
[q↑]

(∑
r′,Z

Pcall(q, r
′Z)[r′Z↓r]+

∑
Z

Pcall(q, rZ)
) ∑

Z

Pcall(q, rZ)[r↑]
∑
r′,Z

Pcall(q, r
′Z)[r′Z↓r] 0

q ∈ Qint
[r↑]
[q↑]Pint(q, r) 0 Pint(q, r) 0

q ∈ Qret n/a 0 Pret(q⊥, r) n/a

Fig. 8. Next-step probabilities of the step Markov chain. Ptype for type ∈ { call, int, ret }
are the probabilities of the pVPA’s call, internal, and return transitions, respectively.
The values [r′Z↓r] and [q↑] are the return and diverge probabilities from Definition 9.

and both options are equally likely. The case P(V (2) = q2 | V (1) = q1) = 1 is
slightly more interesting: Given that a configuration q1γ with γ 6= ⊥ is a step,
we know that the next state must be q2 (which is then also a step). Even though
there is a transition from q1 to q3 in ∆, the next state cannot be q3 because the
latter is a return state which would immediately decrease the stack height of γ.
This shows that, intuitively speaking, conditioning on being a step influences the
probabilities of a state’s outgoing transitions.

Probabilities of next steps, returns, and diverges. Our next goal is to
provide expressions for the next-step probabilities P(V (n+1) = v′ | V (n) = v) as
we did in Example 3. It turns out that those can be stated in terms of the return
and diverge probabilities of ∆.

Definition 9. Let p, q ∈ Q, Z ∈ Γ , and γ ∈ Γ ∗. We define

– the return probability [pZ↓q] as the probability to reach configuration qγ from
pγZ without visiting another configuration of the form rγ for some r ∈ Q in
between; and

– the diverge probability [p↑] as the probability to never decrease the stack
height below |γZ| when starting in pγZ, i.e., [p↑] = 1−

∑
q∈Q[pZ↓q].
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Note that [p↑] is indeed independent of Z because the only way to read Z is by
popping it from the stack which decreases the stack height. The diverge proba-
bilities are closely related to steps. Indeed, the probability that a configuration
pγ with γ 6= ⊥ is a step is equal to [p↑]. For example, in the pVPA in Figure 7
the configuration q1⊥Z is a step with probability [q1↑] = 1/2.

It is known that the return and diverge probabilities are in general non-
rational. As a minimal example, consider a pVPA that repeats the following
steps until emptying its stack or getting stuck: (i) It pushes four symbols with
probability 1/6, or (ii) pops one symbol with probability 1/2, or (iii) gets stuck
otherwise. The resulting return probability is the least solution of x = (1/6)x5 +
1/2, a non-rational number that is not even solvable by radicals [16, Thm. 3.2(1)].

Remark 4. The terms return and diverge are natural. When modeling procedural
probabilistic programs as pVPA, [pZ↓q] is just the probability to eventually
return from local state p of the current procedure to local state q of the calling
procedure (the return address is stored on the stack in Z). Similarly, [p↑] is
the probability that the current procedure diverges, i.e., it never returns to the
calling context. Clearly, this is independent of the return address.

Lemma 3. The conditional next-step probabilities in Figure 8 are correct in the
sense that if P(V (n+1) = v′ | V (n) = v) is defined for n ∈ N0 and v, v′ ∈ Q∪Q⊥
then it is equal to the probability in the respective column “ v → v′ ”.

Proof sketch. We only provide some intuition for two important cases; formal
derivations are in [28]. Let r ∈ Q be arbitrary.

– If q ∈ Qint then P(V (n+1) = r | V (n) = q) = Pint(q, r)[r↑]/[q↑]: Suppose that
the n-th step takes place at position i of the run. Since the n-th step occurs
at an internal state q, the n+1-st step must necessarily occur immediately
at position i+1. The factor P (q, r)[r↑] is proportional to the probability
to take an (internal) transition from q to r and then diverge in r, which is
necessary in order for the next configuration to be a step. However, the values
{P (q, r)[r↑] | r ∈ Q } do not form a probability distribution in general. This
justifies the division by the normalizing constant [q↑] =

∑
r∈Q P (q, r)[r↑].

– If q ∈ Qcall then P(V (n+1) = r⊥ | V (n) = q⊥) =
∑
r′,Z Pcall(q, r

′Z)[r′Z↓r]: If
the n-th step occurs at bottom configuration q⊥, then the n+1-st step can
only occur at bottom configuration r⊥ if the symbols pushed by q’s outgoing
transitions are eventually popped. The expression in the sum equals the
probability to take a push-transition from q to r′ that pushes Z onto the
stack multiplied by the probability to return from r′ (with Z on top) to r.

The step chain. It is convenient to view the stochastic process V (0), V (1) . . .
as an explicit (graphical) Markov chain.

Definition 10 (The Step Chain M∆). M∆ is the Markov chain with states

M = { q ∈ Qcall ∪Qint | [q↑] > 0 } ∪ Q⊥ ,
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Fig. 9. Left: Example pVPA with the following return-diverge probabilities: [cZ↓c] =
1/6, [cZ↓r] = 1/12, [rZ↓r] = 1/3, [rZ↓c] = 2/3, and [c↑] = 3/4, [τ↑] = 1/2, [r↑] = 0.
Even though it is the case here, these probabilities are not always rational [16]. Right:
Its step Markov chain according to Definition 10. The transition probabilities can be
computed using the return and diverge probabilities and Figure 8.

initial state q0⊥, and for all v, v′ ∈ M , the probability of transition v → v′ is
defined according to Figure 8.

Figure 9 depicts a non-trivial pVPA and its step chain. In this example, all re-
turn and diverge probabilities are rational. In general, however, the return and di-
verge probabilities (Definition 9) are algebraic numbers that are not always ratio-
nal or even expressible by radicals [16]. As a consequence, one cannot easily per-
form numerical computations on the step chain. However, the probabilities can
be encoded implicitly as the unique solution of an existential theory of the reals
(ETR) formula, i.e. an existentially quantified FO-formula over (R,+, ·,≤) [14].
Since the ETR is decidable, many questions about the step chain are still decid-
able as well. We will make use of this in Theorem 3 below.

The property of M∆ that is most relevant to us is given by the following
Lemma 4. We call ρ⇓Steps = V (0)(ρ)V (1)(ρ) . . . the extended footprint of run ρ.

Lemma 4 (Soundness of M∆). Let ∆ be a pVPA with step chain M∆. Let
M be the states of the step chain and consider a measurable set R ⊆Mω. Then

P({ ρ ∈ Runs∆ | ρ⇓Steps ∈ R }) = P(R) .

Proof sketch. For basic cylinder sets of the form R = w ·Mω for some w ∈M∗,
the claim follows from the Markov property (1) together with the correctness of
the transition probabilities ofM∆ according to Lemma 3. For other measurable
sets, it can be shown by induction over the levels of the Borel hierarchy [28].

Remark 5. The step chain as presented here differs from the original definition
in [14] in at least two important aspects. First, we have to take the semantics
of our special bottom symbol ⊥ into account. This is why our chain uses a
subset of Q ∪ Q⊥ as states—it must distinguish whether a step occurs at a
bottom configuration. The pPDA in [14], on the other hand, may have both
finite and infinite runs, and this needs to be handled differently in the step chain.
Second, we use step chains for a different purpose than [14], namely to show that
general measurable properties defined on steps—this includes stair-parity—can
be evaluated on pVPA (Lemma 4).
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Fig. 10. Left: The product of the pVPA from Figure 9 (left) and the DVPA from
Figure 5 (left) on page 7. Right: Its step chain according to Definition 10. The dashed
region is the only BSCC. It violates the parity condition Ω(s0) = 1 and Ω(s1) = 2
inherited from the DVPA (see Example 2 on page 8) since every run reaching the BSCC
visits cs0 infinitely often with probability 1. Only reachable states are depicted.

Putting it all together. We can now prove the main result of this section.

Theorem 3. Let ∆ be a pVPA and let D be a stair-parity DVPA, both over the
same pushdown alphabet Σ. Then for all θ ∈ [0, 1] ∩ Q, the problem
P({ρ ∈ Runs∆ | λ(ρ) ∈ L(D)}) ≥? θ is decidable in PSPACE.

Proof sketch. We first construct the product ∆ × D according to Definition 8.
By Lemma 1 we need to compute the stair-parity acceptance probability of
∆×D. Lemma 4 reduces this to computing a usual parity acceptance probability
in the step chain M∆×D. This can be achieved through finding the bottom
strongly connected components (BSCC) of M∆×D, classifying them as good
(the minimum priority of a BSCC state is even) or otherwise bad, and running a
standard reachability analysis wrt. the good states. See Figure 10 for an example.
The remaining technical difficulty is that the transition probabilities of M∆×D
are not rational in general. However, this can be dealt with using the fact that
these probabilities are expressible in the ETR [14] (see [28] for the details).

4.3 Probabilistic One-counter Automata

A probabilistic visibly one-counter automaton (pVOC) is the special case of
a pVPA with unary stack alphabet, i.e., |Γ-⊥| = 1. For example, the pVPA
in Figure 9 (left) is a pVOC. For many problems, better complexity bounds are
known for pVOC than for the general case. In particular, [p↑] > 0 can be decided
in P [9, Thm. 4]. We can exploit this to improve Theorem 3 in the pVOC case:

Corollary 1. Let ∆ be a pVOC and D be a stair-parity DVPA over pushdown
alphabet Σ. The problem P({ρ ∈ Runs∆ | λ(ρ) ∈ L(D)}) =? 1 is decidable in P.
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Corollary 1 implies that there exist efficient algorithms for many properties
of pVOC-expressible random walks on N0. In fact, a.-s. satisfaction of each fixed
visibly-pushdown property can be decided in P. For instance, using the DVPA
from Figure 5 we can decide if a random walk is a.-s. repeatedly bounded.

5 Model Checking against Büchi VPA and CaRet

With Theorems 1 and 3 it follows immediately that quantitative model checking
of pVPA against non-deterministic Büchi VPA is decidable in EXPSPACE. We
can improve the complexity in the qualitative case:

Theorem 4. Let ∆ be a pVPA and A be a (non-deterministic) Büchi VPA over
the same pushdown alphabet. The problem P({ρ ∈ Runs∆ | λ(ρ) ∈ L(A)}) =? 1
is EXPTIME-complete.

In the above result, membership in EXPTIME relies on the fact that one can
construct the underlying graph of a step chainM∆×D in time exponential in the
size of ∆ but polynomial in the size of D; see [28]. EXPTIME-hardness follows
from [15, Thm. 8]. In fact, qualitative model checking of pPDA against non-
pushdown Büchi automata is also EXPTIME-complete [15]. With Theorems 1
to 4 we immediately obtain the following complexity results for CaRet model
checking:

Theorem 5. The quantitative and qualitative probabilistic CaRet model check-
ing problems (Def. 7) are decidable in 2EXPSPACE and 2EXPTIME, respectively.

Both problems are known to be EXPTIME-hard [30].

6 Conclusion

We have presented the first decidability result for model checking pPDA—an op-
erational model of procedural discrete probabilistic programs—against CaRet,
or more generally, against the class of ω-VPL. We heavily rely on the deter-
minization procedure from [22] and the notion of a step chain used in previous
works. These two constructions turn our to be natural match.

We conjecture that our complexity bounds are not the best possible which is
often the case in purely automata-based model checking. Future work is thus to
investigate whether the doubly-exponential complexity can be lowered to singly-
exponential, e.g. by generalizing the automata-less algorithm from [30]. Other
topics are to explore to what extent algorithms for probabilistic CTL can be
generalized to the branching-time variant of CaReT [18], to consider more ex-
pressive logics such as visibly LTL [8] or OPTL [12], and to study the interplay
of conditioning and recursion [27] through the lens of pPDA.
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